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This style is derived from the branding used by Canadian and American police departments. The
lettering is composed of small, black, capital letters, which together make up the entire word, with a

faint line at the edge. This makes the lettering suitable for use on white- or cream-colored
backgrounds. The main difference between the British and American police lettering is that the crest

used by the latter is in use as the insignia of the police department. Other insignia badges also
comprise a crest. In some places in the United States, the same "Swat" lettering is used to describe
the officials that work in the community. In England, this is typically known as the "square" lettering.

There is an exception to this, which is the "Traffic Police" style: Australia In Australia, the word
"Police" has been used for police force insignia for many years. A current example can be seen on

the badge of a Federal Police officer. In more recent times, the Police lettering has been used to help
brand the police force and to differentiate their force from rival agencies such as the Australian

Federal Police, the Australian Border Force, and the Australian Federal Police. The lettering found on
police cars and motorbikes in Australia was introduced as a replacement for the traditional badge

which was an heraldic shield. South Africa In South Africa, the old lettering style is seen on a number
of licence plates. The lettering on a police vehicle is, however, another example of the American

style. In recent times, South African police have used the lettering for a number of things, including:
Family of police vehicles Police cycle helmets Police dog collars Police uniform insignia The National
Prosecuting Authority The Namibian police force uses this lettering style on its Website (commonly

referred to as the police logotype, as it is pronounced "nama-bien"). Additional uses of police
lettering People in the limelight Police lettering is often used in the Australian film industry,

especially on advertising billboards, or other large signs. It is frequently used for actors' names,
movie titles, logos, etc. In various other forms, it also occurs on the Volkswagen police crest An

example can be seen on the Polizeiausweis. the Sydney Ferry wh
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